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To keep the look light Cheryl chose
a frameless glass balustrade for the
staircase. Interior design, couch
and wall unit by Cheryl Herweg of
Changing Spaces. Blankets from
Weylandts. Woven bag from
Baraka. On the shelves: white
ceramics with motif by Vanilla
Concrete from @home. Wooden
figures from Weylandts. Vessels
with wooden lids from Entrepo.
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Well-proportioned furniture, a warm
palette and functional display shelves
transformed this former drab TV room
into a stylish, family-friendly space

“MY TV ROOM FELT bare and
outdated. There was a mishmash of
furniture, green walls and no balustrade
on the stairs. With an awkwardly
positioned window above the TV it also felt
unbalanced,” recalls the owner, who shares
her TV room in Melkbos, Cape Town with
her husband, three children (two of them
teenagers) and several pets.
She called on Cheryl Herweg of Changing
Spaces to help her create a welcoming room
where the whole family could comfortably
watch a movie. “She wanted a cosy feel but
insisted on hard-wearing furniture because
the teenagers spend a lot of time here, not to
mention the dogs,” Cheryl explains.

HOW THIS ROOM WENT FROM
COLD AND STARK TO WARM
AND INVITING To create a focal wall,
the single window was blocked up and
replaced by two narrow ones at the sides.
Cheryl then installed floating shelves
and joinery across the full width of the
wall so that the TV doesn’t dominate the
room. “This also created a place for stylish
displays as well as storage space for all the
audiovisual equipment.”
Getting the balance and scale right was
a priority so Cheryl created a new layout
with appropriately proportioned furniture.
To provide sufficient seating for the whole
family, she had an oversized L-shaped
couch custom-made and upholstered in a
durable fabric.
“A large rug defines the seating area and if

the teenagers want to lounge on the floor, it’s
warm and comfortable,” says Cheryl.
“NOW MY TV ROOM IS a sophisticated
space that suits our needs and thanks to the
large L-shaped couch, we can all enjoy movie
night comfortably,” says the owner.

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE LEFT: Moveable side tables
provide space for mugs and laptops. Blanket
from Weylandts. The dark focal wall provides
the perfect backdrop for the white and orange
ceramic vases from Entrepo. Down-filled
scatter cushions in Mavromac fabrics add
comfort and luxury. Thanks to durable
upholstery fabrics, Misty the cat feels right at
home. Cheryl Herweg of Changing Spaces.

Sources @home home.co.za Baraka barakashop.co.za Changing Spaces 021 557 2070, 083 458 8877 or changingspaces.co.za
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